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ABSTRACT _
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Army Corps of Engineers. Journal o{Coastal Research, f)(:J), 573·592, Charlottesville (Virginia),

ISSN 0749-0208

This paper presents an overview of physical models as applied to design of coastal structures

at the Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERe), of the US Army Corps of Engineers. A

review of similitude laws is followed by the philosophy of two- and three-dimensional stabifiry

modeling of rubble-mound coastal structures. A brief summary of the San Juan National His
toric Site breakwater and revetment stability study, conducted at CERe for the Jacksonville
District of the US Army Corps of Engineers. is presented as an example of a typical physical
model stability study.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Coastal structures, models, breakwaters, model laws.

INTRODUCTION

From the time humans took their first steps

they have been striving to better understand

and control their surroundings. Humans' nat

ural curiosities have led them to devise ways to

reach beyond their limited physical capabili

ties. A simple lever and fulcrum allows an indi

vidual to move objects several times his weight.

Given sufficient time one person equipped with

only a hand axe could topple the world's largest

tree. The list could go on and on, but the point

is that humans have developed the ability to

fashion tools to build what is hoped to be a bet

ter world. These tools can be divided into two

basic types. First are those designed to build

tangible objects, like a hammer and saw can be

used to build a house. Secondly are those which

aid in building the intangible object commonly

referred to as human knowledge.

Once the physics of a physical phenomenon

are well understood, a system of equations gov

erning the process can be developed. By varying

parameters in the system of equations, a knowl

edge of cause and effect for a given process is

developed. The system of equations is solved

using an analytical or numerical model. The
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key to the development of the analytical or

numerical modeling tool is a strong under

standing of the physics of the process. This is a

luxury that does not exist in many instances

due to the complexity of the process. When pro

cesses are complex, physical models playa

major role. A physical model is a scaled down

version of an object that exists either in reality

or in sorneone's inventive imagination. A prop

erly scaled model will recreate the physics of

the process at a manageable (both physically

and economically) size. The model then can be

modified to improve the object's operation or

measure the object's response to varying envi

ronmental conditions. Physical models are very

common tools of inventors. Inventors have an

idea of an object or process but do not know how

portions of it will function or whether or not it

is a feasible concept. A properly scaled physical

model allows them to modify, test, and further

improve their idea. In the same manner, engi

neers and scientists use physical models to gain

improved understanding of existing physical

structures and processes which are currently

felt to be too complex to address with analytical

or numerical models. Physical models are the

focus of this paper. More explicitly, this paper

is geared to a non-engineering audience that is

interested in seeing a basic overview and some

•
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examples of how physical models of coastal

structures are designed and used within the US

Army Corps of Engineers.

BACKGROUND

Rubble-mound breakwaters and jetties (Fig

ure 1) are constructed in an effort to control the

wave environment in harbors and maintain

navigation channels, respectively. Miles of

these structures exist on the coastlines (oceans,

lakes, and reservoirs) of the United States. The

majority of them were built and are maintained

by the US Army Corps of Engineers using guid

ance and information (SPM, 1984) gained from

physical models.

The positioning, length, height and align

ment of a structure required to achieve a spec

ified wave environment in a designated area is

addressed in a three-dimensional (3-D) physical

model similar to the one shown in Figure 2. The

model also can address tidal and wave induced

circulations, sediment movement, harbor oscil

lations, and much more. In many cases, once a

3-D model has been used to develop the length,

height and alignment of the structure, a two

dimensional or three-dimensional model repro

ducing the structure at a larger scale ti.e., less

reduction in size) is used to aid in structural

design. The two-dimensional model is com

monly used to address structures being

SEA SIDE

designed for wave attack that is approaching at

an angle of 90 degrees (perpendicular) to the

structure's crest. A three-dimensional model is

used for design when the predominate angle of

wave approach is oblique to the structure crest

(e.g., at breakwater ends, or heads). These lat

ter larger scale structural models are com

monly referred to as stability models and are

the subject of the remainder of this paper.

MODEL SIMILITUDE

As summarized from HUDSON (1975) and

STEVENS (1942), dynamic similarity between

a model and its prototype involves satisfying

both geometric and kinematic similarity and

Newton's laws of motion. If the model and pro

totype are comprised of components having the

same shape and spatial relationships then the

two systems are geometrically similar and the

relationship

links linear dimensions between the two sys

tems. The subscripts m and p refer to model and

prototype, respectively, and L, is length scale.

For example, a L, value of 0.1 means that every

1 foot increment in the model represents a 10

foot increment in the prototype. Kinematic

similitude means that there is a defined rela

tionship between particle motion in the model

lEE SIDE
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Figure 1. Typical cross section of three layered rubble-mound structure.
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Figure 2. Example of three-dimension al wav e ac t ion model (Los Angeles-Long Beach Model (Outl aw, et a l ., 1975 ).

and the prototype . Two particles, one in t he

model and the other in the prototype are said to

be homologous if they correspond to one

anot her. Kinematic similitude is obtain ed if

geometr ic similitude exists and if homologous

part icles are at homologous points at homolo

gous times . Time interval relation ships

between the two kinematically simila r systems

are constant and defined as follows,

(2)

where T, is the time scale.

Dynamic similarity occurs when there is sim

ilar ity of masses and forces . Dynamic similari ty

requ ir es that both kinematic and geom etric

simila rity exist, and that the ratios of masses of

var ious homologou s parti cles or obj ects

involved in motion occurrences are equal and

rat ios of homologous forces wh ich affect motion

occur re nces of homologous objects are equaL

Thus the relationships

(3)

and

(4)

are defined where M, and F , are the mass a nd

forc e sca les, respectively . Coastal fluid mechan 

ics problems deal with systems wh ose elements

are influ enced by forces consisting of kineti c

reaction due to in erti a of an eleme nt 's mass F. ,

gra vi ty F ~ , viscous she a r F y , s u rface tension F. ,

elast ic compress ion Fe' and pressure resulting

from or related to motion F p r ' Newton 's second

law of motion states that the vector sum of all

ac ti ve forc es equa ls the e le me nt's mass reaction

to th ose forces,

F i = Fg + F y + F. + F. + F p ' (5)

For overall s imi l it ude , the ratio of in er t ia l

forc es , mod el to prototyp e, must equal the ratio

of acti ve forces ,

J ournal of Coas ta l Resea rch , Vol. 5, No. 3, 1989
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(Fg + F y + F~ + Fe + Fpr)m

(Fg + F v + F s + F, + Fpr)p
(6)

Inertial reactions are always present in flow

phenomena, thus inertial forces must be consid

ered and to obtain dynamic similarity,

Of these six equal force ratios, all but the

pressure ratio (F pr)r are regarded as indepen

dent quantities. Only independent variables

are considered in establishing similitude rela

tionships. Also, all fluid weights and masses are

proportional when influenced by the same grav

itational field, but no known fluid exists with

the necessary viscous, surface tension and elas

tic modulus properties necessary to totally sat

isfy Equation 7. However, it can be assumed

that water is incompressible in the range of

pressures occurring on rubble-mound struc

tures and surface tension does not playa sig

nificant role for the range of wave amplitudes

encountered on stability models. Therefore, the

pressure, elasticity, and surface tension terms

can be dropped without significantly influenc

ing model accuracy and Equation 7 is reduced

to the following form for stability models,

Dynamic similitude requires that

and

F g = mass x gravitational acceleration (9)

p L 3
g

(8)

(7c)

(7b)

(11)

(F)m (Fg)m

(FJp (Fg)p

(F)m (FJm

(F)p (FJ p

mass x acceleration

(p L:J) (V~ /L) = p L2y 2

(pL2V2
)m

(pL 2y 2 )p

and

Inertial, gravitational, and viscous forces can

be written in terms of their physical quantities '

(length L, velocity Y, velocity gradient V/L,

mass M, gravitational acceleration g, density p,

and dynamic viscosity J..l ,) as follows:

F v viscosity x velocity gradient (0)

x area = J-lYL

Eq ua tion 7b takes the form

(7)

(F.,.)m

(FJp

(Fpr)m

(Fp)p

(Fg)m

(Fg)p

(FJm

(FJ p

(FJm

(F)p

(FJm

(FJ p

(7a) which when rearranged and reduced takes the

form

---------t-------l------+----------------I

6 0

a

10'

Figure 3. Scale effects on rubble-mound stability models.
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and with the subscript r indicating model-to

prototype ratios,

Equations 12 and 13 indicate that the ratio of

gravitational to inertial forces should be equal

in the model and the prototype. This is known

as Froude model law and the dimensionless

quantity V/(gL)"2 is called the Froude number

When gravitational forces predominate, model

design is based on Froude model law. In a sim

ilar manner, Equation 7c can be rewritten

V ~ = V~
gmLm gpLp

v,
( L )ll~ = 1g, ,

(pL~V~)m

(pL"V2
)p

(12)

(13)

(14)

reason water is used as the fluid medium in all

rubble-mound stability models. Thus perfect

dynamic similarity is not achieved and this

error is commonly referred to as a scale effect.

The magnitude of this scale effect can be

viewed as how close the ratio of gravitational to

viscous shear forces in the prototype matches

the same ratio in the model. For a large number

of hydraulic phenomena, including wave attack

on rubble-mound structures, gravity forces pre

dominate in the prototype processes and

through proper linear scale selection can be

made to predominate in the model. Thus, sta

bility models are made geometrically similar

and designed based on Froude model laws. The

viscous scale effects are made negligible by suf

ficient sizing of the model. Forces on the rubble

mound armor units in a model designed this

way are a function of Reynolds number

which when rearranged and reduced takes the

form

The ratio of viscous to inertial forces in the

model should be equal to that of the prototype,

as indicated in Equation 16. This is referred to

as Reynolds model law and the dimensionless

quantity LVlv is called the Reynolds number

Rn. When viscous forces predominate, Reynolds

model law should control model design.

For complete dynamic similarity in rubble

mound stability models, the models need to be

geometrically similar to their prototype coun

terparts and both model Froude and Reynolds

numbers must be equal to those of the proto

type. For the latter to be true the following

equation must be satisfied.

where

(18)

(19)

F, = f(L,V,Iv,)

k = shape coefficient of armor unit

(experimentally determined)

W" = weight of individual armor unit

"fa = specific weight of armor unit,

is used as the characteristic length in Equation

18. The velocity is defined by wave velocity, V

= f(gH)';~ where H is the wave height. Thus,

the following form of the Reynolds number is

used in stability models

where L is a characteristic length and V is a

characteristic velocity. The stability of a given

armor unit is a function of the model's linear

scale, wave dimensions and fluid viscosity.

Water is both the prototype and the model fluid

so the viscosity ratio is approximately unity.

The characteristic length of the armor unit,

defined by

(15)

(16)
L,V, = 1

v,

LmVm = LpVp

Vm V p

(where v = fLip, kinematic viscosity) and

(17)

which is derived by equating Equations 13 and

16 and solving for kinematic viscosity. This

states that the viscosity of the fluid used in the

model is dependent upon the linear scale of the

model and vice versa. This is a virtually impos

sible condition to satisfy and is not economi

cally feasible in the few cases where a liquid

with the correct viscosity does exist. For this

(20)

A series of tests were conducted at the US

Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experi

ment Station in 1968 (DAI and KAMEL, 1969)

to determine the relationship between armor

unit stability and Reynolds number so that a

control could be developed to ensure that scale

effects were either almost eliminated or

Journal of Coastal Research. Vol. 5, No.3, 1989
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Figure 4. EJ Morro Castle location and vicinity maps.

Since force = mass x acceleration, the force

ratio can be defined as follows

stability models can be scaled to ensure mini

mal viscous scale effects are present.

Through use of the linear scale, Froude model

law, laws of mechanics and geometrical rela

tionships, the model to prototype scaling rela

tions can be derived. The velocity ratio is

obtained directly from Froude model law which

requires

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)
L" ('Yw),V,

r g.T,

V'll v.
(g'llLn,l"2 = (gpLp) 1/2

gp it can be shown that

V, = (L,)l/Z

velocity x time, therefore

F. = M
dV

,
. "d'I',

and length

and since g'll

(21)

adjusted for in model data analysis. An armor

unit stability number N" defined as the ratio of

drag forces on an armor unit to its submerged

weight

where HI) 0 is the wave height beyond which

unacceptable armor unit displacement would

occur and 'Yw is specific weight of water in which

armor is situated, was experimentally deter

mined and plotted against Reynolds number,

Figure 3. This plot shows that model tests con

ducted to check armor unit stability will have

negligible stability scale effects as long as the

model Reynolds number is equal to or greater

than 3 x 10 4
• For models with Reynolds num

bers below this val ue the calculated stability

number will be too low and it should be multi

plied by a factor equaling the ratio (NJp/(NJ'll

as determined from Figure 3. A ratio greater

than one means that the model will exhibit

more damage than would be expected to occur

in the prototype. In most cases, rubble-mound

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 5, No.3, 1989
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Figure 5. Aer ial photograph of EI Morr o Castl e.

and

respect ively. For similarity to hold true,

(32)

Area a nd volume ratios are

Equation 31 ca n al so be wri tten

("Yw)m ("Yn)m
- - --
("Yw)p ("Ynlp

which states that for perfect weight (for ce)

similitude to be obtained , th e ra tio of th e spe

cific weight of the model water to prototype

water must be the sam e as the ratio of the spe 

cific weights of th e model and prototype con

str uct ion material s . Thi s requires th at proper

adjus tments be mad e in th e model construction

material specific weights when dealing with a

prototype salt wa ter enviro nme nt «("Y w)p = 64 .0

pcf). Most all stability model s are t ested in a

fr e sh water environm en t ( "Y w)m = 6 2.4 pcf)

which from Equations 31 a nd 32 requires that

("Y nl, = 62.4/64 .0 = 0 .975 .

(27)

(26)

(28)

(30)

(29)

Knowing th at weight = volume x speci fic

weight it follows that the weight r a tios for

water and rubbl e-mound cons truct ion mate

rials are defined by

With g, = 1 and V, = (L , ) " 2 = T, Equation 25

reduces to

which reduces to

This requires that

L ~ ("Yw) , = L ~ ("Yn),

(31) A, = L; (33l

J ournal of Coast a l Resea rch , Vol. 5, No. 3 , 1989
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Figure 6. Typ ical eroded cond it ion of s lopes surrou ndin g EI Morro castle .

J ourna l of Coast a l Research , Vol. 5, No . 3, 1989
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and where

CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING

Wa weight of individual armor stone

H design wave height

)'a specific weight of armor stone

)'W specific weight of water in which

structure is situated

('( - angle the armor stone slope makes

with the horizontal

K n = experimentally determined coeffi

cient unique to armor unit shape

and placement, structure geome

try, design wave conditions, etc.

With weight being proportional to the wave

height cubed, it readily can be seen that a small

error in selection of design wave height would

have a major impact on required armor unit

weight. Many other approaches to defining

armor stability have been developed and pre

sented over the years, IRRIBARREN (1938 and

1950), BRUUN and GUNBAK (1976), LOSADA

and GIMENEZ-CURTO (1979), HEDAR (1986),

VAN DER MEER (1988) and CARVER and

WRIGHT (in publication) for example, but for

the present time, the Hudson equation remains

the standard within the US Army Corps of

Engineers.

The design water level is critical in that it

can be the limiting factor for wave heights

reaching the structure. It also is needed to set

structure crown elevations that will produce

the desired wave climate in the lee of the struc

ture. Over prediction of design water level

could result in an economically infeasible

design due to large volume of material required

to achieve the required crown elevation and the

oversized armor stone required for stability in

the more severe wave climate that could reach

the structure due to deeper depth. On the other

hand, prediction of a design water level that is

too low could result in an inadequately

designed structure both in regard to armor

stone stability and excessive wave energy over

topping the structure due to low crown eleva

tion associated with lower design water level.

Another factor which has a major affect on

the structure design is the slope of the ocean or

lake bottom over which the waves approach the

structure. This is especially true for structures

that are designed for depth-limited breaking

waves. A depth-limited design wave is the max

imum wave height for a given water depth,

(34)

(35)

Model-Prototype Scale

Relations

L, = 1:25

A, = L; = 1:625

V, = L; = 1:15,625

T, = L,1I2 = 1:5

F, = W, = L," ()'w), =

15,234.375

P, = L.()'w), = 24.275

Characteristics

Pressure

Length

Area

Volume

Time

Force (Weight)

To summarize the similitude scaling rela

tions, assume that a stability model of a rubble

mound structure to be placed in a salt water

environment was to be constructed at a geo

metrically undistorted linear scale of 1:25

(model: prototype). The following defines scales

to be used in this hypothetical model:

respectively, while pressure is defined as force

per unit area and thus the force ratio is defined

as

The preceding discussions dealt with the

methods and accuracies of modeling rubble

mound coastal structures as defined by laws of

fluid mechanics. There are other factors besides

these that control the validity of this type of

modeling. It is essential that the model repro

duce as closely as possible normal construction

procedures used in the prototype and that pro

totype test conditions be selected using the best

data available. It is very critical that accurate

predictions or measurements of design wave

and water level conditions be made available

for reproduction in the model. If the design con

ditions are not accurate, it does not matter how

well the model similitude laws have been fol

lowed. One of the most accepted design equa

tions for rubble-mound coastal structures was

developed at the Waterways Experiment Sta

tion and is referred to as the Hudson equation

(HUDSON, 1958)

Journal of Coastal Research. Vol. 5. No.3. 1989
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Fi gure 7. T hree-d ime ns ion al wa ve act ion mode l of exis t ing cond it ions at EI Morro Cast le .

wa ve per iod , a nd foresl ope tha t ca n reach th e

st r uct ure befor e t he crest of t he wa ve beg ins to

cu rl over a n d ini t iate wa ve b reakin g . For a

gi ve n peri od a nd water depth , depth limited

br ea k ing wave height in cr ea ses as the fore s lope

s t ee pe ns . Also , for a fixed water d ep th a nd

fo re s lope, th e depth -l imited brea ki ng wa ve

hei gh t beco mes larger as wa ve period increases .

Thus, wa ve per iod is ano t he r desi gn cond itio n

that is cri t ica l t o sta bility a nd overa ll structure

perfo rma nce.

WHAT CA N A ST ABILI T Y MODEL

ADDRESS?

In order to perform a stabi lity model st udy ,

wh ether the study inv olv es a specific pr ototyp e

s ite or a n ideal ized structure th a t is being used

to condu ct appli ed r e search necessa ry to

improve g ui da nce for rubble-mound s t r uc t ure

desi gn a nd/or perform ance , t he foll owin g items

mus t be defin ed :

(l) P roposed s t r uct u re des ign (s ize, geome

try, a nd cons truction mater ia ls) .

(2) S t ructure per formance cr it eria (all owa

bl e da mage if any , m ax imum ru nup,

wave trans mission , etc . during exposure

to des ign wa ve a nd water lev e l condi

tions).

(3) P rotot yp e wa ve a nd wa te r lev el condi

t ions to be used for design (i nci de nt wave

direc t ion ts ), peri od ts ), a nd depth(s) and

sto r m surge level s).

(4) Ba thym etric details of th e area und er and

s ur rou nd ing t he prop osed s t ruc t ure

(de pths a nd conto urs on whi ch a decision

can be mad e as to wh at typ e of represent

at ive bottom slope(s) shoul d be si mul ated

seawa rd of the structure) .

The next s te p is to decide whether th e study

requi r es a two- or th ree-d im en si onal model and

what l in ea r sca le shoul d be used to pr eclude

s tabili ty sca le effec ts and s ti ll fit wit hin the

avai lab le test facil it ies and budget. During th is

Jo urna l of Coas ta l Resea rch . Vol. 5, No.3, 1989
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Figure 8. Three-dimensional wave act ion model of EI Morro Castl e wi th recommended offshore bre akwater a nd revetments

installed.

phase, the model designer must consider care

fully the purpose of the model study . A stability

model is most commonly used to address the fol

lowing:

(1) Stability of armor layers protecting

s lopes , toes and/or crowns of rubbl e

mound structures when exposed to var

ious combinations of waves and water

levels . Various sizes and types of armor

can be evaluated and compared in ord er

to develop general design guidance for

armor sizing or the sizes required for a

specific site .

(2) Optimization of structure type, size, and

geometry needed to meet desired perfor

mance specifications and budget restri c

tions .

(3) Wave runup, rundown , overtopping,

reflection, absorption, and transmission

characteristics, surface, internal and

foundation static and dynamic pressures

relative to various structure features

(cr own wall or ribs, walkways , ro ads,

uniqu e construct ion or ar mor ing, etc .) ;

and types and geometries when the struc

ture is exposed to a ra ng e of wa ve and

water level conditions. (Model structures

designed to address wave t r a ns miss ion

through the st r uct u res should be checked

for pr oper scaling of underlayers and core

material using guid ance dev eloped by

KEULEGAN (1973).

(4) Method s of r ep airing damage on or

improving performance of exis ti ng struc

tures .

(5) Effects , if any, proposed structure modi

fications will have on an exi sting s t r uc

ture' s st a bi lity a nd performance .

All of th ese it ems can be a ddre sse d on a quan 

titative ba sis . Due to limitations in the current

state-of-the-art, other phenomena can only be

evaluated on a qualitative basis . These in clude

wave a nd curre n t induced scour arou nd struc

tu res a nd prediction of rubbl e-mound damage

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 5, No. 3, 1989
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Figure 9. Proposed protective structures: offshore breakwater, north revetment, and west revetment.

levels that extend into the underlayers and

core.

When all predominant design wave condi

tions approach with crests parallel to the struc

ture crown and stability and other properties of

the structure trunk are to be addressed, a two

dimensional model in most cases will be ade

quate to check the adequacy and/or optimize a

proposed design. A three-dimensional model is

required to address angular wave attack,

design of structure heads or structures with

complex geometries that vary along the struc

ture lengths, and/or complex bathymetries sur

rounding structures.

CASE STUDY

Now that some of the basic background as to

purpose and design procedures for rubble

mound stability models have been presented, a

quick look at a site specific model study should

draw this material together. In October 1974

Congress authorized the Secretary of the Inte-

rior in cooperation with the Secretary of the

Army to conduct studies to determine the cause

and extent of damage to the historic structures

of the San Juan National Historic Site, The his

toric site is located at the old city of San Juan

on the north coast of the Island of Puerto Rico

(Figure 4). The area is part of the fortification

complex built by the Spanish for defense of the

city and as a base to support Spanish influence

in the Americas. Construction was initiated in

the 16th century and most of the structures

present today were completed by the end of the

17th century. To ensure the preservation of for

tifications, the San Juan National Historic Site

was established by the Secretary of the Interior

on 14 February 1949. The site includes the for

tifications of La Princesa, San Cristobal, Cas

tillo de San Felipe del Morro (EI Morro castle

(Figure 5), and numerous connecting walls and

bastions <USAED, Jacksonville, 1974).

Years of direct wave attack on the cliffs sur

rounding the fortifications had resulted in

extensive scour and undermining. Large cav-
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Figure 11. Flume geometry and wave rod location for calibration of the 2-D test flume for stability tests on the west slope.

erns and overhanging rock ledges had been

carved out of the cliffs and were threatening the

structural integrity of the rock foundations and

walls of the historic fortifications. Figure 6

shows a typical example of the eroded founda

tions surrounding El Morro Castle.

At the request of the National Park Service,

U.S. Department of the Interior, the Jackson

ville District of the U. S. Army Corps of Engi

neers developed preliminary designs for an off

shore breakwater and stone revetments to

protect the deteriorating foundation and walls

ofthe castle from future storm waves. The J ack

sonville District funded the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station to

conduct model studies to check the adequacy

andoptimize the design of these proposed struc

tures. During the period December 1977

through July 1979 three-dimensional wave

action model tests (BOTTIN, 1979) (Figure 7)

wereconducted at an undistorted linear scale of

1:75 (model:prototype) to determine revetment

locations and breakwater positioning and

alignment. Results of the wave action model

study recommended an offshore breakwater and

stonerevetment on the northern, or open-ocean,

side of El Morro Castle and a stone revetment

on the western, or bay, side of El Morro Castle

(Figures 8 and 9).

Following the wave action model study, both

two-dimensional and three-dimensional break

water and revetment stability tests (MARKLE,

1981) were conducted during the period Sep

tember 1979 through September 1980. The pur

poses of the stability studies were as follows:

Two-Dimensional Model Tests

Develop stable, economical and aesthetically

pleasing designs for the trunk of the offshore

breakwater, the north revetment, and the west

revetment to protect the fortifications from

storm conditions that would generate depth

limited breaking waves at design water levels

of 0,0 and + 1.9 ft mean sea level.

With the offshore breakwater and north

revetment in place, determine the runup pro

duced on the north slope by a range of wave

heights with wave periods from 7 to 17 sec at

the design water levels,

With the unprotected west revetment in

place, determine the runup produced on the

west slope for a range of wave heights with

wave periods from 7 to 17 sec at the high design

water level.

Both with and without the offshore break

water and north revetment in place, expose the

proposed construction trestle to a range of wa ve

periods and wave heights at the design water
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levels to observe the actions of the waves on the

trestle and its support pilings.

Three-Dimensional Model Tests

Check the stability of the head and adjacent

trunk of the offshore breakwater for breaking

wave wave conditions which could occur at the

design water levels for waves approaching from

north, N30W, and N72W.

If the armor-stone weight, found to be stable

on the trunk of the breakwater during the two

dimensional tests, proved to be unstable on the

breakwater head and adjacent trunk, optimize

design of the breakwater head and trunk.

The two-dimensional and three-dimensional

stability tests were conducted at geometrically

undistorted linear scales (model to prototype) of

1:38.5 and 1:50.5, respectively. All two-dimen

sional tests were conducted in a 5-ft-wide, 4-ft

deep, and 124-ft-long concrete flume equipped

with a vertical displacement wave generator

capable of producing monochromatic waves of

various period and heights. Figures 10 and 11

show cross-sectional views of the test flume as

it was prepared for calibration prior to testing

the north and west slope structures, respec

tively. A wave rod was placed in the flume at

the location where the toe of the breakwater or

revetment would be placed and the flume was

calibrated for the design wave and water level

conditions prior to installation of the test struc

tures.

At the completion of calibration, the flume

cross section was modified as shown in Figure

12 and tests were initiated on the offshore

breakwater and north revetment. Seven differ

ent design alternatives were tested for the off

shore breakwater and protected north revet-

ment including both stone and dolos designs for

the breakwater. Of the plans tested the design

shown in Figures 13 and 14 was the optimum

design for exposure to the 23 ft design breaking

waves. A test of the proposed design for the

unprotected north slope revetment (Figure 15)

proved the 12-ton stone to be stable for depth

limited breaking wave conditions.

An option for prototype construction of the

offshore breakwater was to construct a railroad

testle from shore and along the centerline of the

proposed structure. Construction material and

equipment could be transported and placed

starting from the outer end of the breakwater

and the trestle could be removed as construc

tion moved shoreward. One concern was that

the wave conditions could threaten the tres

tle. The trestle was exposed to a range of

incident wave conditions both with and with

out a portion of the breakwater in place and

it was found that incident wave heights

greater than 10 ft created potentially haz

ardous conditions (Figure 16).

The flume cross section was modified as

shown in Figure 17 to represent bathymetric

and topographic conditions on the west slope

and four unprotected west revetment armor

stone designs were tested. A 2 ton armor stone

proved to be marginally acceptable for the 10 ft

design breaking wave while a 3.5 ton armor

stone was completely stable for the same wave

condition.

Three-dimensional stability tests were con

ducted in a wave basin 35.5-ft-wide, 3.5-ft-deep

and 11 D-ft-Iong (Figure 18). The facility was

equipped with a horizontal-displacement wave

generator capable of producing monochromatic

waves of various periods and heights. Following

calibration of the test facility the west head and
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Figure 12. Flume geometry for the Z-l) north slope tests.
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Figure 18. Wave basin geometry and wave rod location for 3-D stability model tests.

314 ft of the adjacent breakwater trunk were

constructed in the test facility at the top of the

IV on 20H slope (Figure 19). The approximately

27.5 ton armor stone design (Figure 20) proved

to be an adequate design for 28 ft depth-limited

breaking waves incident from the north and

N30W and approximately 21 ft waves arriving

from N72W (Figure 21). The 21 ft waves were

the maximum that could approach from this

semi-protected direction.

Many of the design details and tests results

of this rather lengthy and complex stability

study have not been presented, but it is obvious

that model test results provided designs that

could be built with confidence that they were

both stable and the most economical designs

that could be used to protect the deteriorating

foundations surrounding the fortifications at

San Juan when exposed to depth-limited break

ing wave conditions typical to that area. The

results also provided insight into probable safe

operating conditions when constructing from

the trestle and the extent to which wave runup

might be expected to occur once construction

was completed.
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Figure 19. Sea-side view of offshore breakwa te r con structed in 3-D te st facility .

SUMMARY

By fol lowing t he basic la ws of si mili t ude , a

very useful tool is cre a te d in th e lab oratory th at

ca n be used to provide sa fer a nd more econom

ical designs for rubble-mou nd coa st a l struc

tures . These des ign s ca n be devel oped th rough

the gu ida nce devel oped th rough th e use of ge n

era l r es e a r ch m od el s or by exp l ici t r e sul t s

deri ve d fr om a si te spe cific mod el study . Th e

dollars spe n t on a model st udy wi ll be re turned

many t imes over t h rou gh t he de ve lo pme n t of

str uct ure des ig ns wh ich do not fa il du r in g ex po

sure t o des ig n s tor m con di tions a n d wh ich

requ ire less mainten an ce .
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Figu re 21. End view of offshore br ea kwa te r dur ing wave attack in the 3·0 stability mode l.
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